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MISSION STATEMENT
The British Auto Club of Las Vegas con-
sists of British Car owners and enthusi-
asts dedicated to promoting the hobby 
of British automotive sport. The Club 
promotes Information and networking 
and revels in the social elements of 
British car ownership. You don’t need 
to own an LBC (little British Car) to be a 
member, just love & admire them. 

Club members, prospective members 
and British car enthusiasts are encour-
aged to attend our meetings and events. 
We discuss events and activities, swap 
Lucas stories, exchange advice on repair 
problems and enjoy socializing with one 
another. 

Membership Meetings are held at 
9:AM on the last Sunday of each 
month at 

The Wildhorse Golf Club  
2100 Warm Springs Rd.  

Henderson Nevada 

Any change in location will be noted in 
the SPANNER and our website. 
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President: Jonas Payne  
president@baclv.net  

VP & Events: Charles Williams  
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Secretary: Jane James  
secretary@baclv.net  
Treasurer: David Ogle  
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Mailing Address  
BACLV  

P. O. Box 90973  
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President’s Message
By Jonas Payne

Cover: Michael and Rosie Johnson’s TR8. Photo by Michael Johnson.

Consider submitting an article to the 
SPANNER. Submissions are preferred in a 
non-formatted Word document, 500 to 
1,000 words. Photos are also welcome and 
should be sent separately in .jpeg format, 
with appropriate cut line/caption descrip-
tions. The deadlines are typically the 15th 
of the month prior.

Commercial fee schedule for advertising 
in The SPANNER is: 

1/2 page $150.00  
1/4 page $100.00  

Business card size $75.00 

Advertisers supporting the British Auto Club 
of Las Vegas receive a member’s discount .

Gosh. This Pandemic thing is taking forever. Lets recap on all the 
fun and exciting things I’ve been up to since I wrote you last 

month………..yeah, I got nuthin’. How about you folks?

Well, that’s not entirely true. The Healey has made a few “shake down” runs, and the 
results have been largely positive, the gremlins have been steadily surfacing, but overall, 
the car drives, handles and brakes like a brand spanking new car (in 1964). It sounds 
great, runs cool, and the leaks are tolerable. 

My son Cole graduates high school here in a few days. He graduated with honors. Those 
of you who have watched him grow up know of significant learning and social disabilities 
that he has overcome. It is a testament to 7 years of homeschooling and hard work by 
Kate that he was able to go back to public school 3 years ago, and he has excelled. By 
all indications, UNR is hosting fall classes and he’s going to be off on his own. This was 
unthinkable in 2010, and I couldn’t be more proud of him.

Like you, I have been missing my friends. We went out on a BACLV run a couple of weeks 
ago, an impromptu drive. The turnout was great, and a real eye opener to the effects of 
being isolated. No amount of photos, texts, telephone calls or video conferences is the 
same as being around your friends in person. I’m not entirely certain what it is, but I have 
a new respect for that scene in the remake of “The Fly” with Jeff Goldblum when he tele-
ports his dinner, then complains that it tastes “synthetic”. 

Clearly, despite hearing somebody’s voice and seeing them on a screen, something is lost 
when it travels through time and space. 

Despite all of our computers and cell phones and social media, it is clear that NOTHING 
is a replacement for being there in person. Over the past 2 months, I have been reaching 
out to many of my friends several times a week, if not daily. Oddly enough, that is the 
same interval for some, no change. But prior to 2 months ago, I also saw a majority of 
those folks at least once a week if not more. Its been a good opportunity to reconnect 
with others. Despite all of this communication, I, along with everybody else have a weird 
sense of isolation. On the surface, everything is fine. But something just doesn’t feel right.

What do I have to complain about? My family is healthy, I’m working, I have great kids 
and a wonderful wife, and I also have a great many good friends, who I worry about and 
miss greatly. Really…. what do I have to complain about?

A couple of weeks ago, we were able to schedule an impromptu drive. We had a fantastic 
turnout. Because the Strip is vacant, we were able to parade up Las Vegas Blvd. in all its 
splendor without the horrors of traffic and fear of overheating. It is a profound expe-
rience to see the strip without the riot, color, noise, and chaos of the people. It was a 
great experience as a drive, but surreal and something I do not wish to experience again. 
We continued out and around the “outskirts” of the sprawl, and it is shocking to see the 
growth of our home town.

The drive was fun, it was a beautiful day. As ever, it was fun to get out for a drive, and in 

President continued on next page
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No Social Distancing Required!
Join the  

British Auto Club of Las Vegas 
Facebook page!

Send in a request to join now and you will be able  
to see updates on current projects, photos, videos, and lots of humor! 

Until then - Zoom.Zoom seems to be the 
common denominator in response to how 
people carry on in business and maintain a 
much-needed social life, while respecting so-
cial distancing. When I first heard of Zoom, I 
thought they were talking about a quick ride 
in the car, zooming about without a care in 
the world. No, I was duly informed it was a 
Zoom meeting. Very easy, just organize and 
jump on. No need to download software or 
create a new password – the host just lets 
you in. You then join the world of bad physi-
cal perspectives – of people, that is. Typically, 
we see the upward angle giving us glimpses 
of double chins and nose hair. We can get a 
group together and chat away for an hour or 
so, trying to avoid those glimpses of things 
we either do not want to see or should not 
see in the background – once seen, it cannot 
be unseen. 

How about a Zoom rally? We gather with our 
smart phones or laptops in our own garage, 
join the Zoom rally, and head out. The navi-
gator then is in charge of navigating the car 
and the Zoom experience. Each turn can be 
plotted, as a group; we can all see where the 
group is going and where they have been. 
We hear the mighty roar of those British 
machines flying through the streets. At the 
end, we can all have a Zoom gathering, sit-
ting in our cars, waving at each other from 
the safe distance, munching on the lunch we 
all brought with us. If they can have a virtual 
F-1 race, why can’t the BACLV have a Zoom 
Rally? 

Perhaps the only better place would be in 
front of your computers banging out an arti-
cle for the SPANNER. Judy and I would like to 
take a moment to thank the members that 
have been kind enough to provide us with 
articles and photographs. 

– Pat Klenk

Barry & Jill Lagan
Richard & Susan Rowe

Allen & Susie Rosoff
Deborah & William Madan

June Birthdays

Anniversaries

The governor says we are free again, sort 
of. We are in Phase One, so we can once 

again leave our homes and venture out with-
out feeling like we are social misfits. Face 
masks and social distancing are still in place, 
no arguments there, better safe than sorry, 
but it is time to drop the tops, and crank up 
the little bit of Briton and go for a ride.

We are not totally back to “normal” whatever 
that might be, and there are still restrictions 
on gathering of more than ten for the time 
being, but it is a start down the path to recov-
ery. There will be something liberating about 
feeling the warm wind (or hot in Las Vegas) 
on your face, the sweet smell of petrol from 
the exhaust and the thrill of the anticipated 
breakdown that brings that sense of normal-
cy to us all. As a club we may not have the op-
portunity to gather in a group for some time 
to come, but we know it is going to happen. 

As we march through the phases, and we 
are able to communicate more freely, we will 
all find joy in hearing the stories of how we 
passed the time while in seclusion. Certain-
ly all of our cars will be in the best condition 
ever because there were no excuses. You 
could not go outside, so what better place is 
there other than the garage? 

From the Editor’s Desk

particular, to enjoy a stretch of road that 
most of us rarely get to really enjoy. It 
was fun to get a sports car driver’s view 
of the Las Vegas Strip, in all of its spec-
tacular glory. More important than that, 
it was good to see some great friends. 
Missing of course were the hugs and 
handshakes, but seeing everybody in 
person lifts your heart and spirit. After 
the drive, I felt as if somebody had re-
moved a great anchor I had been drag-
ging. 

Hearing real laughter, seeing some-
body’s eyes sparkle, observing folks that 
talk and tell stories using hand gestures 
and body language…. knowing for cer-
tain that the people you care about are 
“here” and safe, and going through the 
same things you are. 

Our visit with friends, despite the masks 
and “social distancing” was much need-
ed “fuel in the tank” for our collective 
will and spirit to continue moving for-
ward despite the day to day drag. Your 
friends at the BACLV miss you and are 
looking forward to seeing you soon. In 
the interim, stay safe, and look forward 
to attending an upcoming event soon. 

President continued from previous page

Simon Greaves
Barry Lagan
Jeri Williams

Jim Lefler
Steve Kennedy

Drew Harris/Lupson
Rosana Johnson
Daren Saunders

Fran Maioran
James Turnwall

Donna Saunders

Wayne Headrick
Shelley Szekeres

Linda Hanley
Al Lindahl

Roxane Rosberg

Would you like to...
• RSVP for an Event 
• See what the BACLV is doing
• Look at the photo gallery
• Get technical help 
• Read past issues of the SPANNER
• Join the BACLV 
• Have a comment to share 

BACLV.net 
has everything you need! 

http://BACLV.net
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How did this happen! A few evenings of 
some simple maintenance turned into a 
month long project of trying to out engineer 
Triumphs efforts! A few hundred dollars now 
thousands! Maybe I was too ambitious? Did I 
take this too far? Heck no, this is your forever 
car Mr. Johnson (as stated from the voice in 
my head)! 

OK, deep breath, get out the service manual 
and youtube and dig back in. I can do this! 
Excited again about how great this car will be 
to drive with all the things I have discovered 
available to improve the car’s performance. 
I started drinking on weekdays again about 
this time. 

Then Murphy showed up!

Crank pulley bolt will not come out, AC con-
denser is in the way, the Cam does not fit! 
What?!

DId I mention that I dumped about a gallon 
of coolant down my front side! I better call 
Jonas!

Escalation of Commitment
I have had the pleasure of some free time and a garage full of cars has me embarking on several projects that have been claw-
ing at the back of my mind. A simple list, the weather is perfect, I want to drive with some confidence. Flush the cooling system, 
rebuild a carb or two, maybe remove and restore some parts that need some paint on the TR8 is a good place to start. 

The anticipation of getting back in the garage, cracking into the tool box and thoughtfully creating a plan to improve the perfor-
mance was exciting! I spent the evening making a list, prioritizing and placing a parts order, so fun! The next few hours turned 
into days spent on the forums to learn all the do’s and don’ts and some flavorful opinions from all the past mistakes of others. 
So I’m ready! I’ve got this! Right? 

I love this club! 

While waiting for the cam to be repaired at 
a local machine shop, might as well order a 
few more parts to solve some more issues 
that were discovered, right? I mean the car is 
apart and not driveable, so why not?

Does any of this sound familiar? 

Parts order #3

1. Distributors drive gear (it had a chip in 
one of the teeth) 

2. Stainless steel exhaust from header col-
lector back (no way I’m connecting all 
this new stuff to that rusty old exhaust!)

3. Valve Cover gaskets, should have 
thought of this one, duh.

4. Timing chain cover gasket, ditto

Looking good, round three of parts and 
many sand blasted, repainted parts are 
ready to be installed. My enthusiasm is 
holding strong, excited to hear the engine 
fire again!

By Michael Johnson

Before and after photos of the carburetor.

THE JOYS OF OWNING A LBC

THE PLAN:
Flush brake system and replace the old brake 
lines, flush coolant and install new hoses ( al-
ready had one fail), new t stat., remove and 
clean carbs and new plugs and wires.

Part order #1

1. All coolant hoses 
2. T stat 
3. 2 gallons of coolant 
4. Plugs and wires
5. Brake fluid 
6. Brake lines
7. Can of paint and some carb cleaner 

While waiting for the parts I better go to stor-
age to get the blast cabinet and parts wash-
er! Clean up a few things “while I’m there’! 

I start off with an hour or two each evening 
before dinner, taking parts off, inspecting, 
cleaning and checking off the items on my 
list, all is good! 

Until it’s not!

Realizing that many of my projects, all de-
signed to solve a problem or improve some-
thing, were not the correct diagnosis at all. 
After three evenings of this, I decided to ded-
icate a full day, sunrise to sunset to this car 
and rethink this project! 

Parts order #2 

1. Carb and intake system conversion to 4 
barrel 

2. New and upgraded timing gears and 
chain

3. Upgraded cam, lifters and valve springs 
(This was completely unnecessary and 
an impulse buy!) 

4. Headers (also perhaps not a needed 
upgrade, but so glad I did!)

5. Brake master cylinder 
6. New aluminum radiator
7. Electric fan upgrade 

http://BACLV.net
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2. A healthy supply of fuses, going to dig 
into the botched wiring the PO did 
next. 

3. Speedo (came stock with a 85MPH 
speedo, really, that won’t do!)

4. More fuel line clamps to match the 
pressure gauge to the carb. Yeah I 
know! 

5. Music cassettes of 80’s rock! Original 
radio, I need to test the tape deck! 

At long last! That first flash of life! It truly 
roared to life. I had to sort through sever-
al issues that were solved with advice and 
research for the most part but the car is a 
joy to drive. 

So, my commitment to getting everything 
right for a few great weather cruises before 
the heat of summer on this car rolled into 
one giant fix everything I can get a part for 
while the car is down. AKA while that part is 
off I might as well do that thing or I should 
order these three other things to save on 
shipping! That last one is a good one, my 
favorite justification of all. Unless it takes 
you 5 parts orders like I did! I may have let 
this go too far, but to me, this is one of the 
reasons I still play with cars. I may not al-
ways go about it the right way or the most 
thoughtful way, but I learn something every 
time I get this deep into a car project and I 
will do it again! 

Thanks for reading! 

Then I drop the water pump pulley! How 
does a metal part break from a 4 ft fall? 

Found three wasp nests and a rat home in 
some nooks and crannies (all vacant btw). 
This oddly does not align with what the pre-
vious owner told me that the car has been 
running and driven regularly. H’mm that 
gets me thinking I really do not know any-
thing about the state of this car and better 
replace everything that is questionable! 

Parts order #4 

1. Water pump pulley
2. More hoses, the evap system is all dif-

ferent now 
3. Clamps
4. Throttle cable, shame on the curator 

of this carb/ intake kit for not at least 
disclosing that the existing cable will 
not work.

Doubt in my abilities is now setting in. Al-
most two months and I’m about to place a 
5th order for parts. This does not include 
the countless curb side parts pick-ups at 
AutoZone and O’Reilly’s for supplies. Jonas 
and I are talking nightly now, Rosie brings 
me water and food, not sure when I show-
ered last. Oh boy! 

Parts order #5

1. Fuel pressure gauge (not sure if the fuel 
pump is handling the new demand, de-
cided to measure its performance be-
fore replacing parts!) learning!! 

Who would have thought the pump pulley would 
break from a little fall??

Thanks goodness no wasps were still in residence 
when I found the nest.

Michael Johnson’s forever car. 
Photo by Ron Sandgren

http://BACLV.net
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One of the two Aston Martin DB5 cars 
built and modified for the September, 

1964 release of the James Bond movie Gold-
finger was stolen from an airport hangar 
near Boca Raton, Florida during the sum-
mer of 1997 that has remained a mystery 
as to its whereabouts all these years, may 
have been found. The Silver Birch colored 
DB5, chassis #DP/216/1 was modified with 
defensive weapons by John Stears, a British 
two-time Academy Award-winning special 
effects expert. The 007 James Bond movie 
starred Sean Connery. The Aston Martin was 
equipped with oil slick outlets, tire shredding 
blades, and smoke emitting dispensers, re-
volving license plate mechanism, machine 
guns hidden behind the front turn signal 
lights, and who can ever forget the legend-
ary ejector seat. Of the two cars built for the 
filming sequences this car was used for close 
up filming, while the second DB5, which was 
lighter and handled better, was used for the 
action scenes. The “star car” as it came to be 
known, was the subject of a now rare book, 
“The most famous car in the world”, written 
by author Dave Worrall published in 1993.

In 1986 the DB5 was put up for auction and 
sold to a Florida man by the name of Anthony 
Pugliese for $250.000. Mr. Pugliese and his 
brother-in-law, Robert Luongo, then put the 

car on an extensive promotional tour. Their 
thoughts were that this would increase the 
value of the car considering all the publici-
ty it would generate on the tour. The story, 
at this point, becomes somewhat cloudy, as 
the financial arrangement between the two 
men was never disclosed. The promotional 
tour ended in June of 1997 and the estimat-
ed value of the car was now $4.2 million and 
presumably insured for that amount. After 
the tour, the DB5 was put in a storage han-
gar at the airport near Boca Raton, Florida. 
On the night of June 18, 1997, according to 
police reports, the car was stolen from the 
hangar, and an analysis of the tire tracks 
from the DB5 revealed that the car was 
dragged out of the building and loaded into 
either a flatbed trailer or light cargo aircraft 
and flown away. One theory proposed was 
that the car was dumped into the ocean 
as part of an insurance fraud scheme. This 
theory was never proven. There were inves-
tigations and numerous lawsuits, in the end, 
Pugliese’s insurance company paid a $4.2 
million claim. 

In the late 1990’s, a company called Art Re-
covery International (ARI), based in London 
and New York city was hired by the insur-
ance company who paid the $4.2 million 

claim to investigate the case of the missing 
DB5. The company, which is the only one of 
its kind, specializes in the recovery of stolen 
and looted works of fine art, antiques, col-
lectibles, and jewelry. (ARI) retains several 
highly skilled lawyers and investigators in its 
type of work. CEO and Founder, Christopher 
Marinello was interviewed on the television 
show “Autobiography” which aired on Au-
gust 17, 2019 on the Motor Trend network. 
Mr. Marinello stated that he has a very re-
liable source that disclosed to him that the 
Aston Martin DB5 is in a certain middle 
eastern country and is part of a high end 
car collection. The source told Mr. Marinello 
that he saw the car. Mr. Marinello is sitting 
on the information, and if the owner does 
not come forward in due time, Marinello will 
shame the individual to disclosing he has 
the car. Marinello also stated that he needs 
a close-up photo of the chassis number, to 
confirm its authenticity as the actual Bond 
DB5. Dubai, which is the largest city in the 
United Arab Emirates is known to have the 
largest collection of high value cars in the 
middle east. Hopefully, in due time, the exis-
tence of the James Bond Aston Martin DB5 
will surface so that 007 and pop culture fans 
may enjoy. 

The James Bond  
Aston Martin DB5 
That Vanished

One of the two iconic James Bond “Goldfinger” movie cars now in the at the Louwen 
Museum The Hague, Netherlands. Photo by Alf van Beem - Own work, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=55208873

By Ron Couturier

http://BACLV.net
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LOVE/LOVE RELATIONSHIP WITH BRITISH CARS

While stuck at home (more or less) time 
on my hands, I thought I’d put pen to 

paper (or at least two fingers to comput-
er-keyboard!) and as requested by Mr. Pat-
rick Klenk, write a paragraph or two about 
my love/hate for (strike that), love/love for 
British cars. Coming from Blighty myself (at 
least for the first 30 years of my life) I am 
uniquely suited to have developed a critical 
affection for the vehicles of my birth-island. 
While there (and since arriving here on the 
other side of the pond) I have owned many 
British cars.

The first correction in this missive, is to ad-
mit that nobody can say they actually “own” 
a British car. As members of this erudite club 
will attest, it is more that they own you –
body, soul, and checkbook! At best, you share 
borrowed time with such a contraption; like 
having a wayward teenager wrapped around 
you. But, ah, the satisfaction, the excitement, 
when finally that wayward plug fires up, the 
rear brakes finally let go of their hubs, and 
the throaty roar of a freshly de-coked mass 
of cast iron responds to your pleadings and 
prayers, and scraped-knuckled, you go hur-
tling down the road, wind in hair, and with 
trepidation exercising your adrenaline-gland, 
hoping once more that the brake line won’t 
pop off again before you reach the canal 
bridge. Yes, operating a British car is not for 
the faint of heart, but certainly is for the 

young of heart! And don’t worry about find-
ing your original parking-spot when (if?) you 
finally return, as it is an incontrovertible fact 
that all British cars notoriously mark their 
territory by squirting a noticeable blob of oil/
grease/brake fluid/green coolant beneath 
where they had previously rested.

My first memory of personalized wheeled 
transport in the UK was in those huge black 

The British Car Brit
By Kevin Rooney

taxis, whose vast innards resembled a 
TARDIS in their interior volume. Seven large 
adults in macs, together with as much lug-
gage as needed for a move to India, would 
easily be accommodated. The next recall 
was as a child, standing next to three other 
similar relatives, chins just above the pas-
senger-side dashboard, in Uncle Terry’s vast 
Armstrong Siddeley as we hurtled down the 
boulevard. Uncle Terry had been a Spitfire 
pilot in the war, so handling the heft of three 
tons of limousine was no stretch for him.

British cars got very personal for me when 
my dad finally got talked (nagged?) into buy-
ing a car for the family. After visiting several 
used-car lots and garages over a few months 
(I can list all the candidates), we saw “THE” 
car advertised in the paper, and off we went 
walking to visit and view. I recall as we passed 
the front of the house, I said: “Boy, look at 
that car; wish we could be looking at one of 
them” – a big sleek gray machine sparkling 
under the sodium lights of the street. Well, 
it turned out that was exactly the car for 
sale. A “big Ford”; a Mk III Zodiac. 2.5 litres 
of twin-carbed straight six, with slick four-
speed column change and comfy bench 
seating for 6 large adults. That car was gor-

My very first own car was a 1959 Ford Prefect. Photo: Arpingstone / Public domain / wikipedia

Ford Mk III Zodiac. Photo: Redsimon at 
en.wikipedia

Vauxhall Victor. Photo: Thomas’s Pics. 
wikipedia

Vauxhall VX 1800. Photo: Charles01 wikipedia.

All photos for illustration purposes. 

British Car Brit continued on page 10

Hillman Husky. Photo: Thomas’s Pics. 
wikipedia

http://BACLV.net
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Fail—The Triumph Stag & Me 
By Pat Klenk

If you watch much on YouTube you are often 
treated to the teasers for “....Fail”, typically 

sports failures of some athlete doing a face 
plant, or a golf ball bouncing off a tree and 
the like. Well Pat Klenk has a might FAIL on 
two levels. The first, not really mine, but cer-
tainly a failure perhaps in judgment, hard to 
say, but the Triumph Stag was a worldwide 
fail for Triumph and British Leyland. The 
second, trying to put a powertrain in the 
thing that did not belong there, not once 
but twice. See how smart I am, I just bought 
this big bridge in San Francisco to. So this 
meandering article is therefore in two parts, 
brought to you with a smile and a lot of love 
for the Triumph Stag, now 50 years old and 
getting stronger. 

FAIL One: Triumph Stag. The Triumph Stag 
is on almost every automotive list you can 
find – as long as it is the “worst car” list. The 
car was designed by Giovanni Michelot, who 
also designed the Spitfire and TR-4 for Tri-
umph. The car was designed around the well 

proven 2.5L, inline, Triumph six cylinder. It 
was Triumphs vision to design and produce a 
sports tourer to compete with the Mercedes 
SL class cars with the major market being the 
United States. The Stag went into production 
in 1970, sold in the UK and United States 
(Canada was excluded), by 1974 the import 
of the Stag ended in the U.S. and all produc-
tion ended in 1977 after a mere 25,939 units 
were produced. Shortly after sales began the 
Stag gained an unwelcome reputation of ter-
minally overheating. 

The heart of the Stag was Triumph designed, 
2.992L, V-8, between 127 and 145 bhp de-
pending on the spec. When British Leyland 
acquired Triumph, management changed, 
and Triumph engine strategies changed with 
it. Triumph now wanted to develop a line of 
four, six and eight cylinder engines and the 
Stag would be fitted with the Triumph V-8 
(some people think that this engine is the 
Rover all aluminum V-8, it is not). The engi-
neers considered the V-8 as the combining 

of two four cylinder engines. This was a rel-
atively quick decision, not particularly well 
thought out. In its design, it was a single 
overhead cam engine with alloy heads on an 
iron block. Significant design flaws arose in 
timing chains that stretched, water pump sat 
high on the engine, alloy heads not well insu-
lated from the iron block, cooling ports in the 
heads not sufficient, wrong coolant chemis-
try, and so on. This added up to many en-
gines overheating and becaming V-8 lumps 
before 25,000 miles registered on the clock. 

Oh buggar! How does one sell a car that 
needs a new engine after but 25,000 miles? 
They do not sell. The United States saw a 
paltry 2,871 units in the four years the ve-
hicle graced our shores. Do you remember 
the Yugo? Well the first year the Yugo was 
imported in 1985, it sold 3,895 units and in 
the first four years being imported Yugo sold 
120,005 cars – Triumph Stag 2,871 for all 
four years. FAIL! 

FAIL Two: As a dumb kid growing up in De-
troit, the land of American muscle, there was 
always an attraction for me to British cars. I 
believe it came from my mother dropping 
me on my head, sorry mom. Walking home 
one day, there it was, parked in front of a 
Ford Motor’s mechanic’s house, Jim Em-
berton: a Triumph Stag. This guy could take 
apart and put together anything. He worked 
building the powertrains for Ford prototypes, 
cool. That is when it hit, “I gotta have one of 
those!” Oh, I am a student with no money, 
forget it. Well, 2003 and a 1972 Stag pops up 
on eBay - “I gotta have one of those!” Let’s 
think about this, a car that has an engine 
that might last 25,000, sitting out in the des-
ert for seven years uncovered, has not run 
in at least 10 years, but it looks cool. Home 
it goes and I start chasing the Black Widows 
and scorpions out of their home, vacuuming 
out the sand piles and I will be darned, that 
i is the strangest V-8 I have seen, it only has 
six sparkplug wires. Using all my powers of 

The ill-fated 2.992L Triumph V-8—Wikicommons. 2.3L Ford Turbocharged engine in place. The problem—suspension and steering rack.

1973 Triumph Stag Mk.II Wikicommons

Fail continued on next page 
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geous, very fast, and a real eye-catcher in 
selectively painted Jaguar metallic gray. I am 
still a member of the Ford Mk III Zephyr & 
Zodiac Owners Club, and my goal is to im-
port one of these beauties and drive it to a 
BACLV club event; once I figure out how to 
import a classic vehicle. I got to drive that 
Zodiac a lot; we owned it for about 5 years. 
I recall the looks of envy I got from teach-
ers driving their Austin-Morris 1000s when 
I took it to school. And the radio was awe-
some: a valve (tube)-powered deep-bass re-
verberant with the best jazz sound quality I 
have ever heard, in a car, then or since. 

Then I had to go off to college, so having 
saved up summer-work money, bought my 
very first own car: a 1959 Ford Prefect. How 
proud I was of my 1172 cc side-valve 4-cyl-
inder. But after finding I needed to shroud 

the engine in an old raincoat every night 
to keep moisture out if ever I wanted it to 
start; and after driving a wobbly 40 miles on 
a shattered front wheel bearing (wheel fell 
off when finally jacked up), I decided enough 
was enough, and exchanged it for a hearty 
Hillman Husky 3-door wagon in two-tone 
gray and cream. I took that car everywhere; 
turned it into a small camper, and toured 
Belgium in it! The slickest 4-speed gearbox I 
have ever owned! Well-done Rootes group!

But my sights were on size, so I then transi-
tioned to a big two-tone green Vauxhall Vic-
tor 101 estate (station wagon). That thing 
could (and did) carry sofas, stoves, fridges 
without blinking a headlight. But it even-
tually needed a complete engine rebuild, 
which didn’t turn out too well, so shortly 
thereafter I bought a “dream car”: a sleek 

red Vauxhall VX1800; one of the most beau-
tiful station wagons ever built.

That kept me wheeling along till I moved over 
to the USA, to experience everything that De-
troit was going to throw at me. And it did.

So suffice to say, cliquey, stubborn, ter-
ritory-marking, but loveable to the very 
last grommet, I am back into British cars. 
I understand them, and they understand 
me. We have a mutual agreement that if I 
plead enough, they will start – eventually. 
They will only strand me if I’m really unkind 
to them -- sort of like a marriage, really. I 
currently share life with three of them, but 
am looking to acquiring another two in the 
near future, including that long-held dream 
of once again roaring along in a sleek fast 
gray Ford Zodiac Mk III.

British Car Brit continued from page 7

deduction the engine reveals itself – Ford, 
2.8L, Cologne, V-6 with a Ford C-6 transmis-
sion strapped to it. Well, now I have a real 
project car. After a little work, the V-6 is run-
ning like a V-5, and the transmission provide 
a serenade of clunks, whirrs and no motion. 
Growing up in the Big D made one realize 
that the automotive manufactures simply 
provide the basis for design improvement. 
Out goes the Ford V-6 engine and transmis-
sion leaving a large gap in the power train to 
be filled with what? 

After some contemplation, consideration 
and coagulation, how about a turbocharged 
four cylinder Ford engine (180 bhp) mated to 
a Ford (Borg Werner) T-5 from a Thunderbird 
Turbocoupe. Why not, more power, more 
torque, more advanced engine control sys-
tem, has to be better. Do it! 

Visit Builder #1 to fit the engine and trans-
mission, cut and weld the engine and trans-

mission mounts. The Builder #1 said three 
weeks tops. Well three months later, and 
front cross member modification number 
one to clear the oil pan, change of the steer-
ing rack to a Mustang rack, moving things 
about to fit the turbocharger, and a few oth-
er items, it was back, maybe. The economy 
took a dive, the Builder #1 was now out of 
business (FAIL #2a) and the Stag ends up 
in someone else’s repair shop where the 
Builder #1 now is working. Another three 
months and the Stag make’s its first run as 
a Triumph Ford Stag. Cannot steer it well, 
turbo does not work and the hood will not 
fit. But it is out of the Builder #1’s shop and 
in my garage. Tackling the problems, the 
Ford engine is just too tall. Solution, pull it 
out and put in a 3.4 GM engine converted 
to a longitudinal mount with a T-5 conver-
sion on the transmission and a modified en-
gine control unit acquired. What could be 
easier? Wrong. The oil pickup forced the oil 
pan lower and the cross member had to be 

redesigned again. Thanks to Jonas and his 
welding talents, a new cross member was 
made, put into place, the steering rack fit. 
Off it went to Builder #2 to have the elec-
tronics put in place and engine fired up. 
Success! It drives forward, but alas, in re-
verse, the front wheels go askew. Builder #2 
dives in, says it is the steering rack, change 
that to Toyota MR-2. Humm, let’s try, no, 
let’s try, no let’s try. (FAIL 2b). 

The Triumph Stag became the ultimate FAIL. 
From the engineering, from the Ford 2.8L, 
from Builder #1, from Builder #2, Builder #3 
and finally to me. Over the fourteen years 
I owned the Stag, I never grew less fond of 
the project, the fantastic design and the in-
tent of Michelot, Triumph and me. The true 
“classic” car buff may think of me as a thug, 
with long hair on the knuckles, no sophisti-
cation, or simply a moron. In response I will 
say, where is your sense of adventure? After 
it all, “I just gotta have one of those”, just 
don’t tell Margaret. 

The beginning of the re-designed steering rack. A 3.4L GM engine fills the engine bay nicely.

Fail continued from previous page
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Cruisin’ the Strip
A BRIEF REPRIEVE FROM QUARANTINE

I think that’s Jonas Payne behind that mask.  
Photo by Pat Klenk

Photo by Pat Klenk.

Photo by Pat Klenk.

Even the cars are maintaining proper social distancing. Photo by Pat Klenk.

It was a beautiful day for a drive down the Strip. Photo by Ron Sandgren.

Everyone was happy to be able to get together. Photo by Pat Klenk.

Making new friends while waiting for the drive to start. Photo by Ron Sandgren.
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Advertise your British vehicle 
related items here. For BACLV 
members a 3 month listing is 
free of charge. Please supply 
title of advertisement, items, 
conditions, photographs if ap-
propriate and contact informa-
tion. Allow a minimum of one 
week prior to publication for 
submission of advertisements 
(The SPANNER attempts to go 
to the printers on or around 
the 15th of every month).

BACLV CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENTS

Some very sweet rides lined up and ready to go. Photo by Pat Klenk. Reconvening at the Dunkin Donuts to say goodbyes. Photo by Pat Klenk.
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2020 Upcoming Events
Watch the website for more information on all events

DUE TO THE CORONAVIRUS, PLEASE WATCH YOUR EMAIL FOR  
INFORMATION ON ALL EVENTS.

30TH ANNUAL RIO GRANDE VALLEY REGIONAL RENDEZVOUS
BRITISH CAR MEET- NEW MEXICO SEPTEMBER 25-27, 2020

This (usually 3-day) event includes a car show, road rally, tours, and a banquet with awards, 
located in a picturesque local of New Mexico. This year, the venue is subject to change, con-
sidering the present public health situation, but mark your calendar. Please monitor www.
baoa.org for updated information, registration form, and hotel accommodations.

THE BEATTY DAYS CELEBRATION  
OCTOBER 31 - NOVEMBER 1, 2020 . 

Although the details have not been finalized, the Car Show is currently scheduled to occur 
on October 31st. The Car Show typically starts around 8:00 a.m. that morning. The hotel 
space in Beatty is limited so those wishing to drive up the night before or extend their stay 
in Beatty for the other events should consider making reservations.


